
8 Ball Pool

## Summary: Pool translated perfectly to the mobile experience.

The hit miniclip game has made it to mobile today. The #1 Pool game in the world is now back and

better than ever with touch screen controls. If you are itching for some Pool and to compete with

friends, look no further. 

Up your game and gain unique items to customize your experience. Pool has never looked so good

on your phone. Play on your own, with friends or against others in tournaments. Travel to exciting

locations like London, Sydney, Moscow, Tokyo, and Las Vegas. Move up the ranks as you hoan

your Pool skills and become the best.

## Gameplay: Pool with a few systems to keep it interesting and fun.

8 Ball Pool is Pool at it’s more basic form. You use your finger to adjust the angle of your Pool

stick and then set the power meter for the shot you need to make. You have a few different ways

to play, either competing 1 on 1 with players or in 8 player tournaments. You can spend time

refining your skills in practice mode and challenge friends when you’re ready. 

As you play you’ll get coins to redeem for rewards that allow you to customize the table you play

on and your cue. You can even wager your own coins in tournament modes and win big when

competing against other players. As you improve you’ll move up in ranks and face off against

better and better players. 

This game has some nice social features, like the ability to integrate directly with iMessage and

Facebook, so you can play with all your friends. There are player profiles too so you can see rank

information and win loss records for the people you encounter.  ## Review/Conclusion: If you

want to play Pool on the go, this is the best option.

If you’re looking for Pool, this is your game. There isn’t much to change about Pool but this game

does a good job of making it satisfying to play. The controls work well on touchscreens. You can

tell the game was well optimized and thought out for its mobile release. 

The different options to play give you enough variety to keep things interesting and keep you

coming back. You can hoan your skills alone or just have a fun time in casual play if you’re not

looking to compete. If you are, you can play along with friends or several others online in

tournament based modes. 

This game presents a lot of different options that allow you to play how you want to, and even

some ability to customize your experience.



Advantages / Disadvantages

A great Pool game. It doesn’t do much else. 

This is classic Pool and it works well. There is a

good sized community base to ensure you’ll

always have people to play with if you want. 

There is rarely an issue finding enough players.

It’s easy enough to get your friends and family

to play, with different ways of connecting with

them right from within the app. Unlike other

popular mobile games, 8 Ball Pool doesn’t do

anything too flashy or innovative. 

However, Pool might not be something that

really needs to change. Aside from

understanding the rules, your real life Pool

skills shouldn’t matter too much if you’re

worried about being a beginner.

If you do have some experience, this should be

something you pick up very easily. If the game

of Pool is what you’re looking for, this is a good

choice. 

The matchmaking can be a bit slow at times

but is mostly workable. The game does ask for

either a Miniclip account or your Facebook

account, if you’re not comfortable with that, you

can continue as a guest. 

There are some built in communication options

with preloaded dialogs, while this limits your

communication to some extent, it does also

keep things civil. 


